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WHEAT
Futures Matif (€)                CME ($)                  Liffe (£)                 Freight

Sep Dec Mar Jul Sep Nov 23 May 24 Rouen B.Sea
Previous 232.25 236.50 240.50 264.50 268.50 195.75 204.00 Egypt 21.00 18.00

Close May 11 232.00 236.25 240.00 264.50 268.50 194.75 202.80 Algeria 25.00 31.00
Change -0.25 -0.25 -0.50 0.00 0.00 -1.00 -1.20 Morocco 19.00 25.00

Fob France     German       Baltic Balkan Fob France Baltic     German       Baltic       Baltic
€uro 11.5 pro 12.5 pro 12.5 pro 12 pro US$ 11.5 pro 11.5 pro 12.5 pro 12.5 pro 14 pro
June 237.9 242.0 240.5 228.0 June 259.9 254.7 264.4 262.7 277.7
July 239.4 243.5 242.0 229.5 July 261.5 256.4 266.0 264.4 279.4
Aug 240.3 245.0 243.5 231.0 Aug 262.5 258.0 267.7 266.0 281.0
Sep 242.3 246.5 245.0 232.5 Sep 264.7 260.0 269.3 267.7 282.7
Fob   Russian 12.5 pro Balkan             11.5 pro          Feed Wheat       Russian Export Tax
US$ Azov Marmara Big Port 12 pro Russian Ukraine B. Sea Balkans 12-16 May 5,279
June 220.0 275.0 260.0 249.1 255.0 245.0 235.0 244.7 approx US$ $68.6
July 205.0 260.0 245.0 251.1 235.0 225.0 215.0 246.7 Indicative Px $279.7
Aug n/a n/a 245.0 252.4 235.0 225.0 215.0 248.7 Previous 5,573
Sep n/a n/a 245.0 254.0 235.0 - - 241.7 17 May 4,387

BARLEY 
Fob France (€) German (€) Baltic (€) France ($) German ($) Baltic ($) B. Sea ($) Balkans ($) BB/Neco WA
June 218.9 207.0 202.0 239.2 226.1 220.7 216.1 226.1 - 270.0
July 216.4 208.5 203.3 236.4 227.8 222.1 209.9 219.9 - 270.0
Aug 217.3 205.0 200.0 237.4 224.0 218.5 211.0 221.0 - 275.0
Sep 218.3 206.5 201.3 238.4 225.6 219.9 - 222.1 - -

        Russian Export Tax 12-16 May 2,676 Approx US$ $34.8 Freight N. EU B. Sea Aussie
Indicative Fob Price $219.6 17 May 1,986 Jeddah 38 45 38

CORN       Russian Export Tax 12-16 May 2,523 $32.80
Indicative Fob Price $216.9 2,088

Futures Jun Aug Nov Fob Fr Bay € Poland € Rhine € Costanza € Costanza $ Ukraine  $
Previous 227.75 225.25 225.50 MJ 248.0 225.0 n/a 228.8 250.0 226.4

Close May 11 227.00 223.00 223.75 JAS 248.0 228.0 n/a 229.7 251.0 226.4
Change -0.75 -2.25 -1.75 OND 237.8 231.0 - 227.0 248.0 -

A low volatility day for Matif wheat with just a €3 trading range and a marginally lower close
amidst a lack of any decisn from the corridor talks and ahead of tomorrow's USDA report. Cash
markets were similarly quiet despite reports that Algeria may have bought as much as 720kt, and
our best guess basis the participants who sold, is for 150-200kt Russian with the rest coming
from the Balkans. And as we said in this morning's wire, it looks like basis yesterday's
results, France will be focussing on Morocco, W Africa and Iberia for their export demand
(rainfall in Spain during the first 4 months of 2023 was the lowest ever since records began).
Nominal buying ideas on Russian 12.5 pro were put at $250 Jun through October, open offers were
put at $255-260, but there is little doubt that basis a commercial freight, yesterday OAIC sale
was $245 Fob. As usual, there were plenty of conflicting reports coming from the corridor
discussions, but as of tonight, Moscow maintains that if they don't get what they want by May
18, the corridor will stop! (We suspect that May 14 is really the key date: if Erdogan doesn't
win, Russia will stop the corridor). On Page 2 we give our ideas of the key elements to watch
in tomorrow's USDA report. Our recap will be sent following the release, and there will
certainly be much to debate.

Barley remains the neglected commodity. There are over 100kt of vessels in the French line-up,
and whilst we are told port silo stocks are low, we see no pressing moves to buy nearby
supplies. The USDA tomorrow will as usual do its world trade matrix basis an Oct-Sep year, and
will make no specific assessment of any export split between France and Australia to China.

Like wheat, Matif corn volatility was low with a €2 trading range and a lower close, but
tightening old crop spreads. Atlantic Fob offers were nominally unchanged but with no buyers,
whilst the Black Sea was completely opaque as newswire comments moved back and forth on the
corridor discussions. It is important to note that the USDA does not anticipate political
events, and so tomorrow's Ukraine export number will be based on the assumption that there will
be no obstruction to Ukraine export. But Russia will not get what it wants on sanctions and
SWIFT, and we don't see how Russia can do a U-turn on what is its sine qua non condition for
keeping the corridor open. Our ideas on tomorrow's key USDA points are on page 2, elsewhere
Korea bought 133kt Aug-Sep at $265.
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World Wheat Fob Comparisons from highest to lowest 

Origin HRW Argentine APW German Baltic French SRW Baltic Balkan Russian
% Protein 11/12.5 12 12.5 12.5 11.5 11.5 11.5/12 12.5

June 370.4 330.0 290.0 264.4 262.7 259.9 260.9 254.7 249.1 260.0
July 368.6 - 290.0 266.0 264.4 261.5 251.7 256.4 251.1 245.0
Aug 364.9 - - 267.7 266.0 262.5 254.3 258.0 252.4 245.0

$ Change € Change $ Change € Change
€ 1.0925 -0.0045 1 0 UAH 36.900 0.1500 40.3133 -0.0015
£ 1.2515 -0.0110 1.1455 -0.0053 Turk Lr 19.5600 0.0200 21.3693 -0.0661

Rub 76.925 0.8250 84.041 0.559 Egypt £ 30.9000 0.0000 33.7583 -0.1390

Fryer's WASDE Top 3 To Watch

What Why Where Actual

1 US soybean ending stocks
Many trading models will be directed to the ending stocks for US soybeans. The trade is looking for the old crop 

carryout to increase marginally from 210mbu to 212mbu. For new crop the trade is looking for higher ending stocks at 
293mbu.

Page 15

2 Chinese soybean imports
The Current forecast for Chinese soybean imports is 96MMT, it almost certainly won't go lower and has a good chance it 

may go higher. Some see imports as high as 105 MMT. 
Page 28

3 Vegoil S&D's
Already US soybean oil exports are nil, how the USDA treat the next season in terms of US demand for biodiesel will be 

interesting. How this is balanced against the global demand picture will also be interesting. The US beanoil S&D is on 
page 30 but you will have to look inside the data files for the wider vegoil numbers.

Page 30

Other EU+Ukraine oilseed production
The crop mix in Ukraine and the EU is expected to change dramatially in favour of oilseeds. How far the USDA see's the 
region switching to oilseeds at the expense primarily of corn wil be worth looking at. The WASDE report itself will not 

have the data in its tables so you will have to look inside the data files for these numbers. (we will summarise)

What Why Where Actual

1 US corn ending stocks
Many trading models will be directed to the ending stocks for US corn. The trade is looking for the old crop carryout to 

increase from 1342mbu to 1366mbu. For new crop the trade are looking for higher ending stocks at 2094mbu.
Page 15

2 Ukraine corn production
The trade is conflicted when it comes to Ukraine's new crop production prospects. Our recent survey kept production 
ideas around 21-22MMT, not many expect much higher, some expect much lower. But it's the export number which is 

more important.
Page 23

3 South American corn production
Brazil will produce a record corn crop and Argentina will be a disappointement, the question is extent. The most recent 
estimates are 125-130MMT for Brazil (USDA 125MMT, CONAB 125.5MMT). The USDA forecast for Argentina in April was 

37MMT and will almost certainly be reduced. 
Page 30

Other Barley S&D's
The barley market has been shaken up by the cooling of trading relations between Australia and China. This creates a 

very open market with all the major origins competing to the main destination markets of China, Saudi and Jordan. How 
heavy or otherwise this market looks can decide traders plans for the coming months. 

What Why Where Actual

1
EU and Russian wheat ending 

stocks

Major wheat exporters ending stocks  were 41.59MMT in the April report for 22/23.    USDA estimates are in our view 
grossly under-stated for the EU and Russia. If the USDA allign their numbers with local data then we may see a different 

picture presented for wheat stocks 
Page 19

2 US HRW wheat balance
The catastrophe in the HRW wheat areas needs no further explanation but how the USDA tackle the new crop S&D will 

be interesting indeed. For the global S&D however it is of limited consequence.
Page 11

3 Argentina planted area
The focus in Argentina currently is corn and soybeans and the negative impact dry conditions are having on those crops. 

Looking longer term Argentine farmers should be planting wheat now, but if conditions do not improve dramatically 
soon, they may skip planting altogether. Current estimates are around 7mha which seem very optimistic. 

Page 19

Other Demand
Feed demand and destination market demand are worth a deep look once the dust has settled. Exports have been 

strong and how the USDA see the picture for global wheat demand in the next cycle is as important as supply. 
Page 19
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